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DIFFICULT TIMES
Nobody reading this will need telling
how the terrible events of this year have
affected so many lives. Many of you will
know family members, friends and col-
leagues who have suffered from this
dreadful illness or faced financial pres-
sures. Too many people – including
members of our club - have died as a
result. Our thoughts are with their
friends and families.
Put against so much suffering, the im-
pact on the club is insignificant. This
May we should have been celebrating
the 30th anniversary of our first annual
rally in 1990. Instead, most of us were
wondering when and if we would be
going to our next event. Of course, it is
a shame we had to cancel the rally and
that many other events we look forward
to will not be taking place this year. But
these will mostly bounce back once
they are able and the situation allows.
As a minor replacement we added spe-
cial sections on the website. These al-
lowed members to display some of their
mowers in a “Virtual Annual Rally” and
discuss some of the finer details of this
year’s rally themes. You can read about
this in our special report elsewhere in
this Grassbox.

There are no positives of the pandemic.
But the lockdown and spending more
time at home has given some members
an opportunity to undertake long-await-
ed preservation projects. I know this
because of the extra emails I have
seen. The club’s website has also been
busier than ever since the beginning of
March. After 30 years it still surprises
me that our members manage to find so
many different mowers.
We have also had an unprecedented
number of new members joining the
club during the same period. I can only
assume this is down to people having
more time to look on the Internet for
sites like ours.
Elsewhere, I know that various mem-
bers of the committee have been work-
ing behind the scenes to keep the club
running. Thank you to all of them.
Keith Wootton

WILLIAM BAKER
It is with great personal sadness that I
bring you the news of the death of Wil-
iam Baker aged only 40. Those of us
attending the Annual Rally at Milton
Keynes in 2018 will recall him winning a
bottle of champagne for his early and
very original 16” Atco Standard. Also in
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his mower collection were several post
war Atcos, plus Ransomes and Greens
machines and a Royal Enfield, his most
recent acquisition. He also had various
JP and Ransomes hand mowers.
Will was a Special Needs teacher and a
reserve fire fighter, which tied in with his
four old fire appliances which he re-
stored with his father, ranging from
1938 to the 1980s.
Will and I first met when we discovered
we both collected old mowers as well as
vehicles, and formed a close bond. He
was always in demand for summer
fetes and rallies as he would bring an
old fire engine as well as mowers.
A 6’5 he was the epitome of a gentle
giant, always extraordinarily polite and

attentive to the needs of others. He
gave generously of his time to the 20/49
motor club as both archivist and secre-
tary, and always contributed to the
monthly newsletter. To say that he will
be greatly missed does neither him nor
the language justice. I’m sure all those
who knew him will want to convey their
condolences to his parents, Joy and
Nicholas and sister Kirsty over their
terrible loss.
Nicholas Longford

DAVE STANFORD
It is with great sadness that I report the
death of Dave Stanford, one of our
longest-standing and most active club
members. Dave became ill with the
Covid virus, went into hospital and died
all within a few days early in April. It was
a great shock to his wife Brenda and I
am sure everyone in the club will want
to join me in passing our condolences
and best wishes to her.
Dave joined the club in the early 1990s
as one of our first members. Since then
he had been a regular at the Annual
Rally as well as other events such as
Malvern. In fact, he and Brenda attend-
ed all kinds of vintage events around
the country. Dave was by profession a
gardener and he could always be relied
on to give honest and straightforward
advice on all matters horticultural. He
was fun to be with and one of those
guys who got along with everyone, hav-
ing a smile and a laugh along the way.
Dave and Brenda also enjoyed garden-
ing at their home in Walsall. In addition
to being a mower enthusiast he owned
a number of classic motorcycles. Work
permitting, Dave and Brenda enjoyed
travelling and took cruises to some of
the more exotic parts of the world dur-
ing the winter.

William Baker (left) with Bill Outram in
2018
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Many members will know that Brenda
has been responsible for processing all
new club membership applications for

the past decade or so. Every-
one who has joined the club
during that time will have re-
ceived their membership pack
from her. Despite the terrible
shock of losing Dave, Brenda
has decided to carry on with
this important role for the club.
We are very grateful for this
after what has been a terrible
time.

Sadly, Wllliam Baker and
Dave Stanford have not been
the only members to have
passed away recently. We
have also learned that Martin
Faulkner from Shefford has
died. Martin was an active
member for many years, par-
ticularly attending the Bedford
Rally, until ill-health prevented

him. Our thoughts are with all their
friends and families.
Keith Wootton

Dave Stanford at Malvern in 2015.

In the early 1970s my uncle gave me a
lawn mower and not knowing what to do
with it kept it in storage until a few years
ago.   It is a 1930s Qualcast 16 with a
Villiers 2 stroke engine.  As I needed a
motor mower to cut a large lawn I decid-
ed to restore and use it.  I bought some
other Qualcast mowers of the same
age/model as donors to provide any
necessary spare parts to replace those
that were either worn, broken or miss-
ing and to make up a second identical
mower.
I have found the club and its members
very helpful with advice, spare parts

LIVING WITH A QUALCAST 16
By Andrew Pyne
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and encouragement.  During the winter
months I have completely stripped
down two of these mowers and rebuilt
them to full working order so I can use
them.   There have been times when
various problems such as air leaks,
slipping clutch and faulty electrics etc
have put them out of action.  But after
head scratching and help from club
members I've been able to sort them
out and in the meantime use the second
mower as a back up.  With the experi-
ence of rebuilding these particular
mowers and trouble shooting it has giv-
en me confidence in their use.
Having used the Qualcast 16 for the
past 4 years to cut my lawn, with the
mower running continuously for an hour

at a time, I would say the following:   I
recommend it as a very simple mower
to restore and maintain and has the
character and appearance of an old
piece of machinery yet practical to use.
I find the main drawback is the roller
which is not split so making it harder to
turn corners and to turn around.  If the
clutch cable were to fail the mower
would continue to run but a kill switch
could be fitted to the handle for use in
an emergency.   Another drawback is
the steel chain cover.   When in place
this is not a close fit at the bottom and
cut grass can enter and foul the chain
and cutter bearing and sprocket.   To
improve on this I have attached an extra
piece of steel to the cover to overlap the

cast iron side plate reducing
this to a minimum.   (The
later Qualcast 16 mowers
had a cast aluminium chain
cover which would not have
given this problem).
In restoring one of these
machines some bearings,
electrics and piston rings
can be adapted from new
parts.   I have deliberately
not repainted them as I
didn't want to loose the pat-
ina and as working ma-
chines the paint would
undoubtedly  get marked
and damaged in use.  Good
grass boxes have been
hard to find but in any case
I prefer not to use them.
If anyone would like further
information and/or help I
can be contacted by email
or telephone details of
which are given in the club
directory.
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Our Virtual Annual Rally was devised
as a replacement for our annual get-
together. The aim was to allow mem-
bers to display some of the machines
they might otherwise have taken to the
real event. We retained the categories
that we had planned for the original
event: Mowers with a Sporting Connec-
tion; Ransomes Automaton; Lawn Edg-
ers; Line Markers; General Exhibits.
Members took to the idea enthusiasti-
cally. Ultimately there was a total of 124
exhibits displayed by more than 30 dif-
ferent members. Members uploaded up
to four photos of their exhibit and pro-
vided some text to explain more about
it.
Mowers with a Sporting Connection
(27 exhibits): we chose this theme
because of the major sporting events
that were originally scheduled for this
year, including the Tokyo Olympics and
Euro 2020. Mowers played a significant
part in the development of many sports
during the 19th century because they
allowed grass surfaces to be cut quick-
ly, economically and consistently for the
first time. The mowers displayed includ-
ed examples that had been used at
well-known sports grounds, specialist
machines for golf courses and tennis
courts, and even a racing lawn mower.

Ransomes Automaton (18): the inten-
tion when including this theme was to
allow members to bring various exam-
ples to Milton Keynes so they could be
compared side-by-side. This wasn’t
possible at the virtual rally but nonethe-
less the examples presented did allow
site visitors to compare and contrast the

various models with the "Automaton"
name made from the 1870s onwards.

Line Markers (15): line markers were
also important in the development of
sports played on grass. Manufacturers
were often ingenious with their designs,
coming up with all manner of ways to
transfer the white paint from the
marker’s tank to the grass. Some mod-
els were made by familiar mower man-
ufacturers while others by companies
better known for their sporting products.
The exhibits showed that the practice of
“catalogue” manufacturing was also
used for markers with identical ma-
chines having different names.

VIRTUAL ANNUAL RALLY
By Keith Wootton

Andy Grout displayed this unidentified
line marker, which shows several simi-
larities to the Caxton.
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Lawn Edgers (14): many mower man-
ufacturers produced lawn edgers and
trimmers as part of their range. Some of
these were modified mowers while oth-
ers were unique designs in themselves.
Some manufacturers also produced
edger attachments for use with their - or
other manufacturers' - mowers. The
machines on display gave a very good
illustration of the different designs in
use.

General Exhibits (59): the general cat-
egory allowed members whose mowers
did not fall into one of the themes to
display their machines as well. It is
perhaps not surprising that this catego-
ry – as it is at Milton Keynes – was the
most popular. As always it showed that
our members’ interests span all types of
mower from the earliest hand mowers
to the recent motor mowers.

You can see all of the exhibits
in the Virtual Annual Rally on
the website at the special link:
https://www.oldlawnmowerclub
.co.uk/club/events/annual-ral-
ly-2020

In addition to the Virtual Annual
Rally we created a special sec-
tion on the website Forum so
that members could discuss
the themes and exhibits on
show. This provoked some in-
teresting and lively debate, all
of which can be read on the
website.

Parts Competition
One of the most popular as-
pects of Annual Rally Weekend
is the “Spot the Parts” competi-
tion, organised as always by

Richard Jones with help from Colin
Stone. This year we recreated the chal-
lenge with an online quiz. This was
open to anyone visiting the site and
more than 60 visitors have had a go.
Surprisingly few got all of the parts cor-
rect. Because of the way the website
works we could only recognise the
names of entrants who completed the
tests while they were logged on. From
this we could see that the only two
members to successfully complete the
quiz were Peter Hampton and Andrew
Grout.

You can have a go yourself on the
website at:
https://www.oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk/cl
ub/events/rally-2020/partsqu

Below: Dan Mortimer put on a proper display for
the virtual Rally!
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For many years it has been stated that
the Follows & Bate’s Climax was the
worlds first side-wheel lawn mower, the
patent having been granted on 31st

March 1869 (see above), however, Ev-
erett G Passmore of Philadelphia
U.S.A. obtained a patent for his side-
wheel mower the Philadelphia on 23rd
February 1869! (see below) Whilst I did
give this fact a mention in my book
published in 2018, I have now had the
opportunity to take a closer look at both
patents, together with some early ad-

vertisements revealing some interest-
ing information.
Since Budding’s invention of the lawn
mower in 1830 the drive/motion to oper-
ate the cutting cylinder came from a
heavy rear roller; both of the above
patents describe replacing this with
much lighter travelling or support
wheels incorporating an internal gear
which  meshed with a pinion on the end
of the cutting cylinder shaft.
Follows & Bate’s patent describes a
machine with a small roller in front of
the cutting cylinder with brackets for
height adjustment as seen on roller
mowers, this design was shown in their
initial 1869 advertisements; (image be-
low, right) cutting widths of 6, 8, 10, 12
& 14in were available. By the end of
1869 a review in ‘The Ironmonger’
showed an image of the Climax with the
small roller at the rear of the machine,
this being the design we are now famil-
iar with.

CLIMAX OR AN ANTI-CLIMAX?
By Clive Gravett
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Could it be the front roller version was
never actually produced, or only for a
few months?
Advertisements I have seen from 1871
to 1881 only feature the rear roller ma-
chine in cutting widths of 6, 7, 8 &10in.
Passmore’s patent certainly describes
a machine in the style of the side-wheel
mower made by many manufacturers
over the last 100 years or so, with
wooden ‘T’ handle, bow irons etc.
(image above) One
feature that Pass-
more did include
was a cutting cylin-
der with a cast iron
body and thin steel
blades bolted to it,
as they wore down
adjustments could
be made or an
easy replacement
if damaged, this
can be clearly seen
on the photograph
of the Philadelphia
mower in my col-

lection, seen with
our Climax for com-
parison. (Below)
Follows & Bates
were quick to intro-
duce a similar de-
signed side-wheel
mower to
Passmore’s with
their 1871 introduc-
tion of the Anglo-
American.
Jim Ricci’s book in-
cludes a few adver-
tisement slogans
used to promote

the Philadelphia mower one of which is
“We Lead –Others Follow”, I think this
sums up the story very well, how appro-
priate!
I intend to continue the Climax story in
a future issue of Grassbox to discuss
and compare the known examples, I
believe there are only around a dozen
worldwide, but please contact me if you
know of any we can add to the list.

Front cover image: Three 6” Climaxes, belonging to L -R: Clive Gravett, Colin
Stone and Christopher Proudfoot.
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NEW EASY RESTORATION
I’m a 73 year old retired golf course
superintendent in Australia for 45 years.
I have collected greenkeeping and turf-
grass ephemera for over 40 years in-
cluding anything on mowing equipment.
My mower collection now is only early
push cylinder mowers from the late
1800s to 1940s.
I had about 30 old petrol ones including
an Overgreen but time is not on my side
to restore them so I sold them and now
I’m concentrating on my push ones. I’m
including pictures of my latest restora-
tion, a 1884 New Easy Mower, first
patented in 1879 as you can see on the
side drive pictures.
This is my oldest mower and I was very
careful in my restoration. The colours
are the original ones copied from both
original illustrations as well as the col-

ours still visible on the insides of the
drive side covers. I know there is some-
times debate on how far to restore a
mower, but I believe in this case it was
necessary to bring it back to original
condition.
Loch Ledford

IVOR’S SWISS RESTORATION PROJECT
Ivor Gregory wrote in to tell us about a
restoration project his company “The
Old Lawnmower Company” had com-
pleted for Alex Bell, a customer in Swit-
zerland. Alex was so pleased with the
work that Ivor and his team did that he’s
written about it extensively on his blog.
There’s too much information to include
in this Grassbox but the full articles can
be read on Alex’s website at:
https://gliddofglood.typepad.com/the_g
lidd_of_glood_blog/2018/10/resurrectin
g-the-ransomes.html

LOCKDOWN PROJECTS
You will have seen from my recent for
sale advert in the last Grassbox of ap-

CUTTINGS
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proximately 12 mowers that we had
restored in spare time at the Company
I ran, Green Machines. This sale has
been very successful in creating space
and I can now get on with my next Lawn
Mower project.
Many of you know I am the Chairman of
The Sussex and Kent Weald Stationary
Engine Group so I vary my time be-
tween the two closely related hobbies.
For the first eighty days of Lockdown
Lynne and I have been restoring me-
chanically and cosmetically much of the
machinery in our collection of stationary
engines. This is now more or less done
and gives us the chance to set about an
Atco I was offered and given whilst
showing my engine at the Lions Fayre
in East Grinstead high street. This was
Mayday 2019 so now with time left on
my hands we are about to set to this
task, so we will now  be able to show
this in May 2021 if the world reverts to
some sort of normality by then.
Who knows I may well bring it to the
next Milton Keynes event in pristine
condition, As they say “watch this
space”
A. C. Cullen

RANSOMES CYLINDER CASSETTE?

An idea normally associated with JP, It
seems that Ransomes flirted with the

concept in the mid 1930s. Having re-
cently moved house to somewhere with
a large area of grass, I took on a few of
my father’s bigger motor mowers, in-
cluding a 20” Ransomes Mk7. This is a
horseshoe tank effort with a Sturmey
Archer engine, and like all of the last
generation of horseshoe tank models it
is completely wrongly balanced, so it
falls over backwards when you take the
grassbox off. Never the less, it has the
best engine of any in our collection, and
I felt it worth a go in spite of its unwieldi-
ness.
The cylinder bearings needed attention,
so I had to remove the cylinder, when I
discovered that unlike the earlier Black-
burne machines, this has the cylinder,
sole plate and front roller brackets
mounted on a separate cast iron sub
frame that bolts to the inside of the steel
main frame. The whole unit drops out
so you can work on the cutting assem-
ble on the bench rather than in the
mower. You still have to remove the
chain cover and chain, then undo eight
bolts (two of them having a different
head size, just to make things more
awkward), but it is so much easier to
work on than when installed in a very
heaving mower whose centre of gravity
is in completely the wrong place.
I’ve not seen any literature for these
machines, probably dating from about
1933-35, so  don’t know if Ransomes
advertised this feature or not, but later
catalogues do mention the bigger R
type as having a removable cylinder
assembly.

PETROL FOR OLD MACHINERY
Henry Ellis spotted a piece in the Sat-
urday motoring pages of the Daily Tele-
graph recently suggesting that modern
petrol contains either 5 or 10 percent
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CLUB SERVICES AND INFORMATION
CLUB SHOP
The Club Shop, run by Colin Stone,
continues to be open as normal and
there doesn't seem to be too much of a
problem with delivery times. New stock
of clothing recently arrived. All Club
items for sale can be found on the
website at :
www.oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk/member
s/souvenirs and
www.oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk/member
s/transfers-decals
(both in the Members – Only section).
Ideally members should contact Colin
Stone by email at :
stonethemows@btinternet.com to
check stock availability and postage
costs etc.

SPARES
The Garfitt’s spares service continues
to be run by Richard Jones. He can be
contacted on 01243 575937 or by email
at lawnmower.jones@hotmail.co.uk to
order bottom blades, cutting cylinders
and fixing screws from Garfitt’s of Shef-
field. Items ordered through Richard are
subject to special terms and you only
need to pay the club after the order is
received. Richard will also be able to
offer general advice on removal and
replacement of the blades.

WEBSITE UPDATES
The lockdown presented the time and
opportunity to do some much-needed
work on the website. In particular, we
have added some – hopefully – useful
new features and cleaned up some of
the underlying processes to ensure
continued smooth operation of the site.
Highlights include:
Search: you have always been able to
search the whole site using the box on
the top left-hand side of most pages.
We have now added search facilities to
a number of the site’s sections: Forum;
Grassbox; Operating Manuals; Mower
Directory.
Navigation: there’s a new menu sec-
tion called “My Club & Content”. This
gives easier access to your existing
content in case you want to edit it. It
also enables quicker access to add new
content to the forums or classified ads,
for example. You can also edit your own
profile (username, password, image
etc) from the same menu.
Transfers: you can now click on a link
alongside any transfer to see which
mowers it might be used on. This is a
work in progress because it requires
each mower listed on our site to be
updated with the right information. But

ethanol, which not only  blocks jets in
old engines but can cause corrosion to
older components that are not designed
to handle it, especially steel fuel tanks
and alloy carburettors. Ethanol free pet-
rol is available and some expense, and
the Telegraph recommend a company
based  in Sussex called
www.powerpetroleum.co.uk/ who can
supply ethanol free fuel. I assume that

there are other similar organisations
elsewhere I the UK.
As a basic starting point, it seems to be
recommended to drain fuel out of en-
gines over winter to prevent the block-
ing up problem. It is also likely that most
of us don’t run our old engines often
enough for it to be much of a problem,
but I thought it might be helpful to flag
up this issue here, so members are
aware of it.
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we think in the long run it will be useful.
Manufacturer Timelines: these are
designed to show models from a partic-
ular manufacturer in the date order they
were made. The aim is to make it sim-
pler to identify and date a particular
machine. The first one to be completed,
with substantial help from Henry Ellis
and Tony Brooke, was JP. We have
also made reasonable progress with
similar timelines for Atco (up to 1939 so
far), Suffolk (up to c1970) and Webb
(also up to c1970). There is probably
missing information and “fuzzy” dates
for some of the models listed. If you
spot anything, let me know and I will
update wherever possible.
Operating Manuals: A number of new
operating manuals have been added to
the list. If you have manuals that are not
listed on the site please let me know
and we can work together to scan and
add them.
Directory of Manufacturers and Models:
we always intended this to be a quick
reference guide to list as many manu-
facturers and their models as possible.
Over the past few months we have
added a number of new references but
I am sure there are lots of omissions. If
you spot anything, let me know and I
can add them.
Our website runs on an application
called Drupal, which is an open source
content management system. The text
and images you see on the site are held
in a database and the appearance and
various functions are controlled by soft-
ware modules. During lockdown I have
been through the site and removed
modules that we no longer use and
tidied up the database to simplify some
of the behind-the-scenes processes.

We currently use Drupal 7 but in the
next few months we will start planning a
move to Drupal 8. This is more powerful
and quicker (and will be supported fur-
ther into the future) so it’s a good idea
to upgrade fairly soon. There may be
short periods when the site is offline to
allow some of this planning to take
place.

NEW WEBSITE PASSWORD
It’s that time of the year when we
change the “generic” password to the
website. That’s the one you use if you
don’t have your own username and
password. So, if you log on using the
olcmember username then the old
password will lapse a week or so after
this edition of Grassbox is sent out. The
new password will be Maxees77! In-
cluding the capital M and the ! We’ll put
a reminder on the website when it’s
about to change. Remember, if you
have your own username and pass-
word you don’t need to change them
and you can log on as usual.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
We will send out all Membership Re-
newal Reminders soon after this Grass-
box has been published. You will only
receive a notification if the address la-
bel on the envelope containing this edi-
tion says “Until: 2020”. If it says
anything else, you won’t need to renew
this year.
We will write to everyone by email. If we
don’t have a working email address for
you, we will send a letter by post. As in
previous years you should rejoin online
using the links we send in the email or
letter.

Next Edition: Autumn 2020
Edition 111 Edited by William Proudfoot
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ADVERTISEMENTS
24” Atco, c.1950s/60s. In good working order

c/w/grassbox; Another the same, no box of
fuel tankfor spares. C: John Crowe. T: 01642
800612 (Stockton on Tees) #

JP  Super Simplex, 1948, good working order,
nice and untouched, c/w grassbox FTGH on
condition is is not broken up for parts in fami-
ly from new. C: Adam Corkery E:
adamcorkery@hotmail.com T:07866 589220
(Wiltshire or Bedfordshire)#

20” Ransomes Marquis Lawn Mower c/w grass-
box. Was certainly in working order but has
lain unused, but carefully stored for a
number of years.  Open to offers.  C: Joanna
Lumsden. T: 01323-870215 E:
joannalumsden37@btinternet.com (East
Sussex)

16” Ransomes Certes Mk8 mower, c/w box. C:
David Cummings E: dnac1985@outlook.com
(Unknown)#

12" JP Maxees x 2, 1960, c/w box, FTGH C:
Mike Floody T: 07948 467995 E:
mfloody@hotmail.co.uk (Halesowen)

14" Ransomes and Atco, 1950s, c/w box, FTGH
C: Stephen Bradford T: 01935 425179 E:
spjbradford@gmail.com (Yeovil)

17" Suffolk Super Punch, c1960, c/w Suffolk en-
gine, c/w box, FTGH C: David Cosgrove T:
07990 535669 E:
dtcosgrove@btinternet.com (Ingatestone)

24" Atco, c/w Honda G200 engine, c/w box, Of-
fers C: Stephen Thomas Mckenning T:
07957 202903 E:
Stevemckenning@talktalk.net (Fareham)

12” Greens Zephyr, for spares or repair. C: Lee
Smallwood T: 07930 287567 E:
leesmallwood42@gmail.com (Bristol)

15" Flymo Early "Blue" Flymo, 1971/2, c/w elec-
tric engine, FTGH C: Trevor Brown T: 07876
307279 E: trevorcharlesbrown@gmail.com
(Lincoln)#

15" Atco x2, c1950s, c/w 98cc Villiers engine,
£30 each C: Martin Main T: 07812 963882
E: ralphies_8@hotmail.com (Rochdale)#

14" Qualcast Commodore, 1966, c/w Model 15A
Type 75G14 engine, c/w box, FTGH C: Ste-
ve Tan T: 07802 253238 E:
steve.tan290@gmail.com (Chester)#

18" Atco A14, Unknown, c/w box, FTGH C: Ian
Day T: 07843 200144 E:
Hd29nn@gmail.com (Northampton)#

14" Suffolk Punch, c1950, c/w Atco engine, FT-
GH C: C Scarlett T: 01483 284365 E:
chris@farthings.myzen.co.uk (Guildford)#

14" Qualcast Commodore, c1964, c/w box, FT-
GH C: Terry Tilley T: 01256 325198 E:
trhtilley@talktalk.net (Basingstoke)#

14" Webb, prior to 1998, c/w box, FTGH C: Terry
Tilley T: 01256 325198 E:
trhtilley@talktalk.net (Basingstoke)#

14" Atco Deluxe 14, 1960s/70s, c/w box, £60 C:
Wayne Cook T: 07875 110359 E:
waynecook577@talktalk.net (Retford)#

24" Dennis Paragon Mk1, c/w Villiers engine,
Offers C: Liz Ambler T: 07881 720943 E:
liz.ambler@btinternet.com (Bury St Ed-
munds)#

14" Ransomes, 1940s, c/w box, £60 C: Edgar
Miller T: 07584 140301 E:
edgarmiller33@gmail.com (Colchester)#

19" Atco Unknown, pre-1960s, c/w box, Offers
C: Chris Rodericks T: 07881 916886 E:
chris.rodericks@yahoo.com (London)#

20" Atco Royale 20E, 2014, c/w B&S engine, c/w
box, £750 or offer C: Helen Naylor T: 07926
285360 E: naylor.helen@gmail.com
(Lightwater)#

36" Allen Scythe Model TS with a handbook,
pre-1970, c/w Villiers engine, Offers C:
Stephen Lee T: 07973 934404 E:
stephenflee56@gmail.com (Dorking)#

14" Atco Lightweight, circa 1936, c/w Villiers en-
gine, £29 C: Colin Brown T: 07952 770295
E: breadcroft12@rocketmail.com
(Maidenhead)#

17" Atco 1765, 1965, c/w box, £50 C: Paul Crow-
ley T: 07817 121047 E:
p.crowley675@btinternet.com (Burton-on-
Trent)#

24" Atco, c1970, c/w B&S engine, c/w box, FT-
GH C: Richard Moseley T: 07767 443939 E:
restrop.farm@gmail.com (Swindon)#

14" Webb, 1980s, c/w box, £99 C: Stephen
White T: 024 76603932 E:
699white@gmail.com (Barnacle)#

17" Webb, 1980s, c/w Webb engine, c/w box,
FTGH C: Allan Eyears T: E:
allan.eyears@hotmail.co.uk (Teddington)#

14" Greens Master, 1954, c/w box, Offers C: Vic-
tor White T: 07547 116096 E:
victorwhite2@hotmail.com (Leeds)#

17" Atco, c1960s, c/w box, Offers C: Kerrie Be-
resford T: 07535 003068 E:
hamble1967@gmail.com (Derbys)#

12" Suffolk Super Colt, c1968, c/w box, £20 C:
David T: 07779 066776 E:
david.cooper8@yahoo.co.uk (Carterton)#
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12” JP mowers x2, c/w box, c/w original user in-
structions, FTGH C: Ron White T: 01536
771423 E: ronwhite62@talktalk.net
(Leicester)#

10” Greens Supreme, c/w box, offers C: Jeffrey
Fogg E: jeffreyfogg@yahoo.com (Bolton)#

Webb Motor Mower, Model 25005, 1985, c/w box,
£500 C: Stephen Foster E:
lordstephenfoster@hotmail.com (Unknown)#

Ransomes Ajax Mk3, offers C: Sam Bunney T:
07841 821915 E: swbunney@gmail.com
(East London)#

British Anzani Lawnrider; Atco B14 motor mow-
ers x2, offers C: Colin Hobbs T: 07850
597466 E: c.hobbs59@icloud.com
(Unknown)#

Two hand mowers, one Ransomes and another,
offers. C: Martin Brandom E:
mfbrandom@googlemail.com
(Hertfordshire)#

Qualcast B1, FTGH. C: Rosemary Sharp E:
chris_rose_sharp@btinternet.com
(Andover)#

11” Ransomes Lion, FTGH C: Peter Stewart T:
01206 368063 E:
thestewartsuk@yahoo.co.uk (Essex)#

Variety of spares for Suffolk inc blades, scarifier,
cylinder heads, carburettor gaskets etc C:
Stephen E: stephenruigrok69@hotmail.com
(Dublin)#

Suffolk Punch 17S, c/w box; Atco B14, c/w box;
Atco Standard, no box. Offers. C: Sam Plant
T: 07850 954423 E:
sam.plant@rocketmail.com (Unknown)#

Six Dennis mowers, 30” x5, 24” x1, poor condi-
tion so maybe suitable for spares, £120 the
lot C: Richard Finch T: 07557 374094 E:
richardf@keme.co.uk (Suffolk)#

12” Greens Monitor, offers Nigel Barnes E:
nigel_r_barnes@hotmail.com (Sheffield)#

Presto Rollmo 5-15, FTGH C: Myles Fitzgerald
E: mylesfitzgerald@hotmail.com (Wirral)#

16” Ransomes Mk 8, FTGH C: Mark Stennett T:
07904 378698 E: Mark@prologic.uk.com
(Felixstowe)#

Atco motor mower, 1970s, c/w box, FTGH C: Di-
ane Nowell E: artist@dianenowell.com
(Peterborough)#

Selection of mainly Atco motor mowers, inc Atco
Standard, 1950s kick starts, 1960s/70s mod-
els. Also, Sisis motorised roller; large cast
iron roller; small coast iron roller. Offers. C:
George Walker or Christine Caulcott T:
07715 152462 E: 37cc-sky.com@live.co.uk
(Unknown)#

Selection of mowers: Ransomes Lions x2;
Mountfield Rotary; Ransomes Multimower;
Ransomes Ajax; Unknown rotary (possibly
Farmfitters or similar). Offers C: Chris and
Mike Miners T: 07899 718377 (Mike)/07787
870078 (Chris) E:
chris.miners.87@gmail.com (Weymouth)#

17” JP Motor Mower Mk4, offers C: Adrian Gow-
ing E: adriangowing@btinternet.com
(Wootton Bassett)#

27” Lawnmaster, c/w trailer seat, no box C: Tim
Phillips E: no24ish@yahoo.co.uk
(Cornwall)#

9” Ransomes Lion. C: David Lilley T: 07701
053636 E: davelilley88@gmail.com
(Ipswich)#

21” Gravely, c/w B&S engine, FTGH C: Alan
Jewell T: 07531 021208
a.jewell309@gmail.com (Farnham)#

WANTED
Decompressor parts for a Villiers Mk 7 147cc

engine fitted to a 16" Atco Standard. The
parts are listed as "Release Valve Clip" and
"Release Valve Lever". They can be seen on
the Cover Photo of Grassbox 109. Even a
loan of these parts would be helpful so I can
make them. C: Robert Metcalfe T: 01283
222302 E: bobmetcalfe1@yahoo.co.uk

Still after any original Dennis Swallow Literature,
original photographs, etc; copies fine. Mow-
ers is 27” Dennis Swallow, 1965. C: Paul
Harvey E:
rotary.mower.man@btinternet.com
(Cheltenham)

Grass box for 12” Ransomes Minor Mk6. C:
Russ Wales T: 07702 168158 E:
russwales@sky.com (Wakefield)

Block chain for 10” Ransomes Automaton Minor.
Alternatively, please supply measurement of
chain so I can order one from supplier. C:
Lee Smallwood T: 07930 287567 E:
leesmallwood42@gmail.com (Bristol)

Pre 1940 lawn mowers. Anything considered,
except Atco, including individual machines
and whole collections. Write to Michael
Duck, 1 Belmont Terrace, Shepton Beau-
champ, Somerset TA19 0JX.

Adverts can be submitted by filling in a form
on the Club website, this is by far the easiest
method as it helps to ensure that all the nec-
essary information is provided. Adverts are
also welcome by post or phone and are free of
charge. Non members are denoted by a ‘#’
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THE OLD LAWNMOWER COMPANY
Specialists in post-war Lawnmowers & Scythes (Atco, Dennis, Ransomes,

Suffolk, Webb, Allen)
SPARE PARTS    SALES    RESTORATION    OPERATION MANUALS

New blade sharpening kit now available!
See website for details: www.oldlawnmowers.co.uk

T: 07930 314187 Ivor Gregory (Old Lawnmower Club Member)

DENNIS Z TYPE SPARES
(former stock of Geoffrey Brooks)

Engine Parts - Piston Rings - Connecting Rods - Oil Pump Drive Gears
Cutting cylinders for 24” and 30” (not 36”) and bottom blades
Transmission Parts, second hand cylinders and rear rollers

hq@testvalleytrout.co.uk T: 01794 512453
Christopher Saunders-Davies (Old Lawnmower Club Member)

THE MOWER CENTRE
For all sorts of spare parts

Atco - Suffolk - Dennis - Villiers - JAP - Briggs & Stratton - Kohler
Gaskets - Piston Rings - Ignition Coils - Silencers - Cables - Petrol Taps - Oilers

Points - Condensers - Atco Kick Start Springs
Call Us For Our Mail Order Price List T: 01323 842477

John Cruse (Old Lawnmower Club Member)
themowercentrehailsham.com

SOUVENIRS/CLOTHING
Fleece £25
Most sizes available to order.

Sweatshirt £18
XS/Small/Medium/Large/X/L and XX/Large

Polo Shirt £16.50
XS/Small/Medium/Large/X/L and XX/Large

Pilot Shirt £14
15"/16"/17&1/2/18"/19"

Overalls £33
Reg Leg 31"
42"/44"/46"/48"/52"/54" Waist

Baseball cap £8.50

Car sticker (Round) £1

  Sew on badge £5

Pin badge £2

Tape measure £3

Exhibit log sheet £0.10

Glass tumbler £4 (2010 20th anniversary)

Grassbox binder £6

25th. Anniversary poster £2

Screwdriver multi tool £1

Torch key ring £1.50

Vacuum flask £2

Ransomes Souvenir Cap  £7.99

Ransomes Souvenir Mug  £4.99

Coin holder/bottle opener keyring £1

Published by the Old Lawnmower Club. Email: olc@oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk
Printed by Fourly Print, Kings Hill, Kent.


